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ing mornings, at 8 a. m., for gratui tous <listribc,tion. Lists o f 
members present will be issued as soon as possible after the 
-commencement of the meeting, and will be placed in the same 
room for distribution. The publi shed vo lum es of the British 
Association con he ordered in thi, room , for Meml,ers and 
Associates only, at the reduced prices appointed by the Council. 
The ti ckets will contain a map of N ewca,tle- upon·Tyne, and 
particulars as to the rooms appointed fer Sectional aU<l other 
meetings. For the convenience of Members and Associates, a 
branch post office (which will be available also for communica
tion be(ween Members atten ,lin g the meeting) will be opened in 
the Reception R •>om. Members ancl Associates may obtain 
inform ation about local arrangem ents, ani facilities a fforrl ~d by 
the rai lway companies, on application to the Local Secretaries, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

THE GOVF:RN/IIENT'S TECHNICA L 
INSTRUCllON HllL. 

TIIE following is the Dill to Fnci lit ate the Provision of 
Technical Instruction, introdllced into the House of 

Commons by Sir \V. Il art Dyke, and read a first time, on 
July 24 :-

Be it enacted by the Queen's most Excell ent Majesty, hy and 
with the advice anrl consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporai, 
and Commons, in this present Parlimnent assembled, and by the 
author ity o f the same, as follows : 

I. (1 ) A loca l au1hority may from time to time out of the 
local rate supply or aid the supply o f technical or man ua l 
instruction, to such t:xten! and on such terms as the authority 
think expedient, subject lo I he fo llow ing rest ri ct ions, namely:-

(a) The local authority shall not out of the local rate supply 
or aid the suppl y of technical or marn1al inst ruction at an 
elementary schoo l to scholars receiv ing instruction in the ob
ligatory or sta ndard suhjects prescri bed by the minutes of the 
Education Department for the time being in fo rce ; and 

(-1) The amount of the rate to he raised in any one year by a 
local authority for the purposes of this /\ct shall not exceed the 
sum of a,,e jenny in the pound. 

(2 ) A local aulhority may, for the purposes of this . .\ct, ap
point a Committee consisting either wholly or pc.rtly of members 
of the local authority, and may deleg,'l'.e to any such Committee 
any powers exercisable by th e authority timler this A ct, except 
the power of raising a rate or ~a rrowing money. 

I[. ( I ) The managers of any sch ,ol or other inst itution g iving 
technical instruction in the distri ct of a local aut hority may make 
·an a rrangem~nt with the authority for trans fe rring their school 
or institution lo it, and the loca l au:hority may asse nt to any 
such arrang-ement. 

(2) Th e provi;iom of Section 23 of the Elementary Educa
tion Act, 18 70, with respect tn arrangements for the transfers of 
schools, sha ll apply in the case of arrangemen ts for the tranfers 
o r scho .)ls or institutions in pursuance of this section, with this 
rnodificat:on, that for the purposes of transfers to a local 
authority references to the Sch )ol Board shall he construed as 
references l o the local authorit v, and references to the Educa
tion Department as references' to the Departmen t of Science 
and Art. 

JI I. The conditions on which P a rliamentar y g rants may be 
made in a id of technica l or manual instruction shall be those 
·Conta ined in the minutes of the Department of Science and Art 
·in force for the time being. 

IV. ( 1) For the purposes of th is Act the express ion " loca l 
authority "shall mean the Counc il of any county or borough, 
an<l any urhan or rural sanitary authority within the meaning of 
the Public Health Acts. 

(2) The local rate for the purposes of this Act shall be
(a) In the case of a County Counci l, the county fund; 
(b) In the case of a Borough Council , the borough fund or 

hcrough rate ; 
(c) I n the case of an urban san itary aut hority not being a 

Borough Council, the district fund and genera l district rat<', or 
other fo nd or rate applicable to the general purposes of the 
Puhlic Health Acts ; 

(d) In the case of a rural sani tary authority, the rate or rates 
out of which special expenses incurred in respect of any con
tri butory place or places a re payable under the Public Health 
Act, 1875. 

(3) i\ County Council may charge any expenses incurred by 
!hem under this Act on any part of their county. 

_____ .. _________ ---------

(4) A rural rn nitary authority may charge ·any expenses in
curred by them un<ler this Act on any contributory place or 
places within their clistrict. 

(5) A local authority m'ly borrow for the purposes of this 
Act- . 

(a) In the case of a County Council, in manner provided by 
the Local Government Act, 1888 ; 

(b) In the case of a Borough Council , as if the purposes of 
this Act were purposes for which they are au thorized by Section 
1c6 of the Municipal Corporations Act , 1882, to borrow; 

(c) In the case of an urban sanitary authority not being a 
Borough Cou nci l, or of a rural sanitary authori ty, as if the pur
poses of th is Act were purposes for which they are authorized 
to borrow unde r the Public Hea lth Acts. 

V. In this Act-
T he express ion "techn ical instruct ion '' shali mean inst ruction 

in the princi ples o f sc ience and a•l appli ca'> le to industries, an<l 
in the application o f special branches , .f science anrl art to spe
cific indus tri es or employments. It shall not include teaching 
the practice of any trade or industry or employment , but, save 
as aforesa id. shall include instruction in the branches of science 
and art witl1 respect to which grants are for the tim e being made 
by the Department of Science and Art, and any othe,· form of 
instruct ion which may for the time being be sanct ioned by that 
Department by a minute laid before P arli ament anc\ macleon the 
representat ion of a local authority that such a form of instruction 
is required by the circumstances of its district. 

The expression "m:inual inst ruction " shall mean inst ru ction 
in the II e of tools, a n<l modelling in clay, wood, or ot her 
material. 

V f. This Act shall not extend to Scotland or l'rt:land. 
VJ L This Act may be cited as the Tec!-!nical Inst ruction Act, 

1889. 

PROFESSOR LOOJfIS ON RA!NFALL.1 

THE suhject of this chapter is the rnean annual rainfall in all 
t he differe nt countries cf the globe, wi th a discussion of 

the condit ions favo urable and unfavourable to rain [all, and an 
examination of incliviclual cases of rainfall in the United States, 
Europe, anrl over the Atlantic Ocean, and the areas of low 
barometric pre;su re without rain. 

T o beg in with, Prof. L oomis h as compi led a list of 1427 
stat ions, and a rranged them in ord er of lati tude. With each 
stati rn is found its allitude, its mean annual rai nfall , a nd the 
number of ye.1rs of obse rvatio n. T his list woulrl have been 
considerab ly larger if all the stations where the amount of rai n
fa ll is measured were quo ted, for in England alone there are 
2200 stations where rainfall is regularly measured, in the U nited 
States 2000, whilst the total number of sta ti ons in France is 
1500. The pian adoplecl by the author has !teen to select a 
few stations fro m those countries which rejoiced in a plentitmle 
of rain-gauges, but in regions where few stations ex ist all the 
1neasnren1ents \re re used. 

Follo\\'ing upon each enunciation of causes which affect rain· 
[all is found a tabu la r statement demonstrat ing its trnth. 

The conditions favourable to r ainfall, acco rding to Prof. 
Loomis, lwg in with the fact that the north-east and south -east 
trade winds, on approaching the belt of calms near the equator, 
and being grctd na lly deflec!ed upward, are cooled hy ex pansion, 
so that the a ·1ueous vapour is condensed, anrl the belt of calms 
becomes a belt of rain. This equa toria l rain -belt, of course, 
moves with the snn in declinat ion, and some observations in
clud ed in table lxxx iv. st rikingly exemplify th is movement by 
t;iving for twelve months res pectively the number of rains in 
a hundrecl observat ions between htitudes 20° N. and w '" S., the 
m aximum of fa ll s moving with the sun. 

A seco11cl cause for abundant rainfall is the inAuence of moun
tains, fo r when a strong wind n1 eets a mountain it is forced up 
the sicle of the mountain, and elevat ed into a co lder region, the 
rernll bein,: that its vapour is precipitat ed by the cold of eleva
tion. T a bl e lxx xv. gives a comparison or the rainfall ii1 two 
regions situated within twrnty-tive miles of each ot her, hut of 
d ifferent a ltitudes, and from it the conclusion is deduced that 
the rainfall on a mountain from 4000 to 10,000 feet high is 
more than double that at neigh bouring p laces near the sea-

1 ' ' Contri but icns to ::\ fe tcorok gy," Chapter 1 JI. , by Elia,;; Loomis , LL, D ., 
Pro fe~sor of Katu r:i.l Philosophy and Astronomy in Yale U niversi ty, &c. 
Revised Edition . (N"cw Haven> Connect:cut, US. , 1889.) 
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level. A third conrlition favourable to an abundant rainfall is 
proximity to the ocean, especially "hen the prevailing wind 
cvmes from the ocean. Capes and headlands projecting con
siderably into the ocean generally show a rainfall greater than 
interior stations only a few miles distant; and lastly, Prof. 
Loomis notes that the great and non-periodic depressions of 
the barometer are always accompanied by a considerable fall of 
rain, and that the average tracks of these depressions are marked 
by an excess of rainfall. 

The following are some of the conditions unfavourable to 
rainfall. Fresh winds blowing in a nearly uniform direction 
throughout the year, such as prevail within a portion of the 
system of trade winds, especially in mid-ocean. The rainfall 
on Ascension Island is quoted as a case in point, observations for 
two years showing that the direction of the wind was south
east or very nearly so during the time, the rainfall during these 
two years being 2·31 and 4·30 inches respectively. This con
dition of things prevails over the Atlantic Ocean within the 
region where the trade winds blow with considerable force and 
are seldom interrupted. 

A second condition unfavourable t0 rain is a position on the 
leeward side of a range of mountains running in a direction 
nearly at right angles to that of the prevalent wind. An illustra
tion of this principle is seen on the Malabar coast of Hindustan. 
On the ocean side of the range of mountains the rainfall is 250 

inches annually, whilst on the eastern side of the range the air 
is very dry, and the amount of the mean annual rainfall is le;s 
than 25 inches. 

\Vhen there is a second range of mountains, parallel and 
within JOO or 200 miles of the first, the inAuence of this cause is 
considerably intensified, and this diminution is still more deci<iecl 
when a place is surrounded by mountains, or nearly so. Sala
manca is so situated, and the mean annual rainfall there is less 
than IO inches. 

Elevated plateaus have generally less rainfall than insulated 
mountain peaks of an equal elevation ; this is illustrated by the 
fact that Leh, being situated on that remarkable plateau of 
Tibet, has a rr,ean annual rainfall of less than 3 inches. Another 
similar case is found in the tableland (the Punos) between two 
great chains of the Ancles ; and it is observed that the average 
height of the Sahara being over 1500 feet, this elevation may 
contribute in some degree to the smallness of the rainfall. 

Another condition unfavourable to rainfall is the dryness of 
the atmosphere, under which head Prof. Loomis gives three 
special cmes, viz. remotenes,:; from the ocean, n1ea,urecl in the 
direction from which the prevalent wind proceeds, areas of 
high barometric pressure, and high latitudes. This last conclusion 
does not state that the average rainfall regularly diminishes as 
we go northwards, the same as the mean temperature ; hut if the 
mean annual fall be token for every 10° of latitude the important 
influence on the amount of rainfall is very decided, and is 
emphatically exhibited in high latitudes. The general table of 
observations, arranged in order of latitude, which began this 
chapter, shows that for the four stations whose latitude exceeded 
71° the mean annual rainfall was 7·44 inches, whilst the 
paucity of observations of the fall of rain or snow that have 
heen made during the various Arctic expeditions also Jemonstrat,s 
the fact. 

A review is next made of the regions which show a very small 
rainfall, and the causes inquired into where the observations of 
pressure, temperature, and humidity of the air, and the direction 
and force of prevailing winds rendered it possible to obtain 
some definite information as to the meteorological condition o[ 
the region. 

Prof. Loomis has thoroughly investigated the conditions of 
rainfall in the United States, arnl from the tables of observ,ttions 
he arrives at the inference that the depression of the barometer 
accompanying extraordinary raiufalls is not very great, the 
average pressure at the low centre being 29 ·63 inches for the 
part of the United S•ates north of latitude 36°, and the average 
pressure at the stations of greatest fall being 29 ·77 inches. 

Table cxii. gives all the cases where, the barometer fell below 
29 inches at any station in the United States or Canada between 
September 1872 and June 1884, and also the station where the 
greatest rainfall occurred for the preceding twenty-four hours. 
The conclusion drawn from such a comparison is that a moderate 
depression of the barometer is as favourable to great rainfall as 
an extremely great depression, which would seem to indicate that 
Tainfall has but little connection with barometric depression. It 
must, however, be remembered that the depression at the centre 

of a low area depends not merely upon the barometric gradient, 
but npon the geographical extent of the low area. 

The following are some of the conclusions Prof. Loomis arrives 
at respecting the causes of rainfall in the United States. One of 
the most common causes of rain is an unstable condition of the 
atmosphere resulting from an unusually high temperature com
bined with unusual humidity. Another very common cause ofrain 
frequently associated with this is a cold northerly or westerly 
wind in the western segment of the low area, and proximity to 
the ocean or to a large inland sea. 

The investigation affords important evidence respecting the 
inAuence of rainfall upon areas of low pressure, viz. -

No great barometric depression with steep gradients ever 
occurs without considerable rainfall. 

In great rain-storms the barometric pressure generally 
diminishes while the rainfall increases. 

The greatest depression of the barometer generally occurs 
about twelve hours after the greatest rainfall. 

A great fall of rain is favourable to a rapid progress of the 
centre of least pressure, while a small rainfall is generally 
attended by a less rapid progress. 

It is also noted tbat some of the characteristics of areas of 
low pressure with little or no rain are :

(I) Feeble barometric gradients. 
(2) Moderate winds. 
(3) Slow changes of barometric pressure. 
(4) Slow progressive movement. 
\Vhilst in similar areas of low pressure with excessive rainfalls 

all these conditions are reversed. 
In order to study the influence of rainfall upon barometric 

pressure under different geographical influences, Prof. Loomis 
has compiled for Europe a similar set of tables to those concern
ing the United States. Of the I06 stations having a rainfall of 
not less than 2 ·5 inches in twenty-four hours, eighty-six are 
situated south of latitude 48°, and fifteen are north of latitude 
48°, indicating that heavy rains are about six times as frequent 
in the south as in the north of that latitude. Prof. Loomis 
thinks that the summary of observations relating to Europe 
seems to indicate that great rains occur on the west side of the 
low centre more frequently than they do in the Uniter! States. 

Tables have also been prepared showing the rainfall over the 
North Atlantic as far as observations permitted, An unexpected 
fact exhibited by these tables is the prevalence of rainfalls with 
the barometer somewhat above 30 inches, 

A comparison of tbe results that have been obtained for the 
United States and for Europe brings Prof. Loomis to some im
portant conclusions respecting the influence of local causes in 
modifying the relation of rninfall to barometric pressure. 

The conclusions are, for stations east of the Rocky Moun
tains:-

( 1) South of latitude 36°, a rainfall of 2½ inches in eight hours 
at any station occurs on the east side of a low area more 
frequently than on the west side in the ratio of 2 ·6 to I. 

(z) North of lat it nde 36°, a rainfall of 2 inches in eight hours 
at any station occurs on the east side of a low area more 
frequently than on the west side in the ratio of 2 8 to I. 

(3) A total rainfall of 9 inches in eight hours at all the stations 
east of the Rocky Mountains occurs on the east si,le cf a !ow 
area more frequently than on the west side in the ratio of 6·2 
to I. 

(4) Over the North Atlantic Ocean great rain areas occur on 
the east side of an area of low pressure more frequently than on 
the west side in the ratio of 2 ·6 to I. 

(5) In Europe a rainfall of 2½ inches in twenty-four hours at 
any station occurs on the east side of a low area more frequently 
than on the west side in the ratio of 2 ·o to I. 

These results indicate that in the United States and Europe, 
as well as ov, r the North Atlantic Ocean, great rainfalls are 
generally associated wi, h a barometric pressure somewhat below 
the mean, aud the precipitation occurs chiefly on the eastern 
side of a low area. 

The relation of a rising to a falling barometer with rain points 
to the conclusions that at Philadelphia the amount of rain which 
falls while the barometer is descending is nearly three times as 
gnat as that which falls while the barometer is rising. The 
entire Atlantic coast of the United States north of latitude 36° 
exhibits results similar to those found for Philadelphia. Ad
vancing westward from the Atlantic coast, the ratio of the pre
cipitation when the barometer is falling, coi;1pared with that 
when the barometer is rising, changes somewhat rapidly, amt 
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before we reach the Mississippi River the ratio is reduced 
to I ·32. 

In Great Britain the amount of rain with a falling is twice that 
with a rising barometer, but, advancing east ward, this ratio 
rapidly diminishes, and in Central Europe the precipitation is 
greater when the barometer is rising than when it is falling. 
Plates are appended, which exemplify in an emphatic manner 
all the facts that have been tabulated concerning rainfall. Five 
gradations of colour only have been used to indicate the rain
fall of less than 10 inches to over 75 inches. By this means the 
main results have been rendered more prominent. 

R. A. GREGORY. 

THE SOURCES OF THE NITROGEN OF 
VEGETATION. 1 

NO problem relatin~ to the nutrition of plants has gi_ven_ rise to 
so much d1scuss10n as that of the source of their mtrogen 

and the methods of its assimilation. It is obvionsly both a matter 
of the highest scientific interest, and also, owing to the high 
price of combined nitrogen in manures and the comparative ease 
with which it is washed out of the soil in the form of nitrates, 
one of great practical importance to the agricnlturist and the 
community. 

Ever since the discovery of the composition of atmospheric air 
by Priestley, Scheele, and Lavoisier, the question as to whether 
plants were able to abs.orb and "utilize free nitrogen has attracted 
much attention. At the end of the last century, or beginning of 
this, Ingenhousz, Sennebier, ·woodhouse, and De Saussure 
became interested in the subject. 

Boussingault commenced his experiments in 1837; Ville, 
whose results conflicted with those of Boussingault, in 1849; and, 
shonly after, this last named investigator started a new series of 
experiments which confirmed his former conclusions that pla»ts, 
under the conditions of the experiment, were not able to 
assimilate free nitrogen. 

In 1857, experiments on the assimilation of free nitrogen by 
plants were started at Rothamsted ; and in 1861 was published, 
m the Philos~phical Transactions, the classical memoir of Lawes, 
Gilbert, and Pugh, on this subject. 

1n this earlier paper a brief history and summary ol the results 
of other experimenters is given, and then the recent results 
ohtained at Rothamstecl. The conclusions arrived at were 
identical with those of Boussingault, that there is no evidence 
that plants assimilate nitrogen. Still the authors allowed that 
there were some difficulties with regard to the supply of nitrogen 
to leguminous plants, which assimilate from some source or 
another much more nitrogen than gramineous plants under similar 
conditions of supply of combined nitrogen. 

It was admitted that, "if it be established that the processes 
of vegetation do not bring free nitrogen into combination, it still 
remains not very obvious to what actions a large proportion of 
the existing combined nitrogen may be attributed." 

These views, that plants were unable to assimilate free 
nitrogen were widely and generally held for many years, though 
there have always been some dissentients. 

In the meantime, howe,·er, the indefatigahle investigators of 
Rothamsted have not been resting in the matter, but have added 
much to our exact knowledge of the supplies of combined 
nitrogen to the soil from the air, on the amount and nature of 
t~e _com~ine~ nit~ogen in soils and in crops, on the processes of 
mtnficatJOn m s01ls, and the amount of nitrogen removed from 
soils in crops and in drainage. 

During the_ last few years the main question as to the availability 
of atmospheric nitrogen to plants has taken a somewhat different 
aspect : it is no'?' often suggested that though the higher plants 
are unable to d1rectly take up free mtrogen, yet indirectly it is 
brought under contribution in some way; the ways most 
generally favoured being either under the influence of elec
tricity of low tension, or of microbes or some low forms of 
organisms; _and by such means it is thought that nitrogen 
1s brought mto a form in which it is useful to the hi rr her ~=L b 

In Sir J. B. Lawes and Dr. Gilbert's new memoir they give a 
summary of some previously published Rothamsted results, 

.r "On the Present Position of the Question of the Sources of the Nitro:ren 
o\ Vegetation, _wit~ s~~e Ne~v R esults, and Prelim ina ry Notice of N°ew 
~,mes of Invesugat10n. By S1r J. B. L1wes an:l Prof. J. H. Gilbert. Phil. 
l rans. 18891 clxxx. U. pp. 1-107. 

chiefly relating to nitric acid in soils and subsoils ; also of the 
results of Cameron, S. W. Johnson, Hampe, Wagner, and 
Wolff, on the assimilation of nitrogen by plants, from more or less 
complex organic bodies like urea, uric acid, hippuric acid, and 
tyrosine. 

A number of new determinations of nitric acid in soi-ls and 
subsoils, and of total combined nitrogen in the surface soils of 
the Rothamsted experimental plots are given ; and also the 
results of numerous experiments with dilute solutions of organic 
acids on soils, to ascertain the action of such dilute , cids, in some 
degree comparable to the acid sap of the roots of plants, on the 
organic nitrogenous matter of soils. 

In the second part of the memoir are summarized the recent 
results and conclusions of other workers relating to the fixation 
of free nitrogen. 

Probably the results of Berthelot, which have from time to 
time been published in the Comptes ,,endus, have influenced the 
opinions and the course of inquiry in recent years more than any 
others. In 1876 and 1877, Berthelot found that various organic 
compounds under the influence of the silent electric discharge, 
even of low tension, were able to fix free nitrogen, and concluded 
that such fixation of nitrogen take, place in ordinary soils under 
normal conditions. In 1885 he published results showing the 
fixing of free nitrogen by certain soils under conditions which 
led him to believe that the action must be due to the influence 
of micro-organisms, and to such action M. Berthelot seems now 
inclined to impute most influence in the matter. Although the 
gains in nitrogen, expressed in percentages, were very small, yet 
there was gain in all cases when the soils were exposed either 
in the open, or in a room, or in closed flasks, and no gain when 
the soils were sterilized. Unless there he some unrecognized 
source of error, such as might easily be imagined in the case of 
the freely exposed soils, one seems bound to accept Berthelot's 
conclusions. Deherain's results at Grignon are next discussed; 
they are chiefly on the gains or losses occurring on experimental 
field plots, and are perhaps not of such a nature as to materially 
assist one at the present stage of the inquiry. 

J oulie's results, as given in the Bulletin de la Societe des 
Agriculteurs de France in 1886, showed exceedingly large gains 
of nitrogen, which he is inclined to ascribe to the action of 
microbes; here the gains of nitrogen were certainly more than 
take place in ordinary farm practice, and occurred with buck
wheat, which is not usually considered as a" nitrogen collector." 

Dietzell's experiments are mentioned ; in all cases but one, 
in which there was a slight gain in nitrogen, the results are fully 
accordant with established facts. B. Frank, who has recently 
written a paper on the whole aspect of the question, has pub
lished some experiments of his own. He concluded, as have 
others, that two opposite actions are at work in the soil-one 
setting nitrogen free, and the other bringing it into combination, 
the latter being favoured by vegetation-but that there is no 
decisive evidence to show how this combination is brought about; 
it does not necessarily follow that the plant itself effects the 
combination. Some of Frank's experimental conditions, how
ever, were considerably removed from those occurring in the 
ordinary course of farm practice. 

The very important and most interesting experiments of 
H ellriegel and Wilfarth follow. The first of these were de
scribed at the Berlin meeting of the N atmforsc!ie,·- Versammlung, 
in 1886; subsequent experiments were described at the Wiesbaden 
meeting in 1887, and they were further given in a paper by 
Konig, published in Berlin in 1887 ; but the full text and details 
of their work were not published in time for Messrs. Lawes and 
Gilbert to refer to. A paper on these results appeared last 
N ovember in B eilageheft zu der Zeitsc!trift des Vereins fiir 
die R iibenzucker-lndustrie, and the work of these investigators 
is described by M. Vesqne in the January number of Anna/es 
Agronomiques. 

The experiments date from 1883 onwards, and were on 
cereals, buckwheat, rape, and various leguminous plants. The 
plants were grown in pots in washed siliceous sand, to which 
the necessary cinereal constituents were added. In this all the 
plants grew normally until the nitrogen in the seed was used 
up ; then the plants not belonging to the Legurninosa: ceased 
growing until supplied with some combined nitrogen, nitrate of 
soda was used, when growth was proceeded with almost exactly 
in proportion _ to the amount of nitrogen supplied. With the 
Legurninos::e the results were more eccentric: sometimes the 
plants died of nitrogen-hunger; sometimes after a time of 
such hunger they recovered and produced abundant growth. To 
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